
Design

White × 6

Pale Pink × 6

Green × 6

Sky Blue × 2

Pale Purple × 2

         White × 2

Emblem × 1

White × 3

Pale Pink × 5

4-pin fixings × 30

2-pin fixings × 8

Shiny 4-pin fixings × 2

Expansion Plan View of the Pink Pouch
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Double-square
piece

Double-square
piece

Insert the fixings into

the holes with the

same number!

Insert 2-pin
fixings into
hole A

Insert 2-pin
fixings into
hole B

Determine which design to use before inserting fixings.

Removal of the fixings is difficult once they have been inserted. Carefully check which is the
outside and inside of each piece.

Outside                 Inside

For Parents and Guardians
● Please keep these instructions and read carefully with a parent or guardian before making the bag.
● We are absolutely sure of the quality of our product, but please check the number of pieces before starting. 
● If the hole in the piece is blocked, remove with a sharp object.
● Do not place this product in contact with a sofa or tile made of resin, plastic products, wooden or cushion floors, carpets, mats, or wallpaper.
   The color of the bag may transfer if it is in contact for a long time.
● Do not expose Pacherie pieces or the completed product to excessive force or pressure. Damage or deformation may occur.
● Carefully keep small parts such as fixings. Please put them in a container.
● Do not put sharp objects in the completed product or apply excessive loads or force. Damage or injury may result.
● Wrinkles may appear owing to the characteristics of the material.
● The product may be stained when used in wet conditions owing to rain or sweat.
● Do not wash the product.
● Do not dry the product in a tumble dryer or iron it.

What is Pacherie? Make a bag or a pouch by simply connecting the colorful, soft pieces.
Make your own bag! Like a designer!

Make a real pouch very easily
using the dedicated fixings
without sewing!

POINT

Make a real pouch easily!
“Click” to connect

Let’ s make your own design

The design changes when you
rearrange the pieces.
You are now a designer!

POINT

Cute decorations!
Put the cute decorations 
where you like.
Decorate your original pouch!

POINT

POINT

Make your bag luxurious
and high-end with the
Pacherie gold emblem!

Luxury gold emblem!

Gold emblem

Contents

Square Piece
Pacherie’ s essential pieces!

Five-sided pieces
Pieces for top edges of bag!

White
× 15

Sky Blue
× 8

Green
× 7

Pale Pink
× 13

Pale Purple
× 8

White
× 6

Sky Blue
× 5

Green
× 5

Pale Pink
× 5

Double-square piece

Pieces for pouch
side gussets!

White × 5

Emblem piece

Gold × 2

Decorations

Ribbon × 2 Pink × 1 Blue × 1

Fixings

4-pin × 74
Fixings to connect
the square pieces
with four pins!

3-pin × 12
Fixings to make the
side gussets of the
pouch by connecting
square pieces to
double-square pieces

2-pin × 20
Fixings to connect
the bag inner and
handles with the
pouch!

2-pin receptacle × 20

Receptacle to secure
2-pin fixings!

Very shiny fixings
with four pins!

Shiny 4-pin fixings × 4

Assembly Instructions × 1 

N O T E

PCR-003   Pacherie Twin Pouch

Assembly Instructions    
Suitable for Age 6 and above

Bag inner with zip



See the expansion
plan view on page 4

According to the expansion plan view on
page 4, arrange square pieces, five-sided
pieces, and double-square pieces.

Determine which design to use before
inserting fixings. Removal of the fixings
is difficult once they have been inserted.

Connect with fixings

Insert the 4-pin fixings4-pin fixings in all the parts shown
in the expansion plan view.
Use shiny fixingsshiny fixings wherever you like!

Use these two!

4-pin
fixing

Shiny
fixings

Instructions for inserting
the fixings

Check the pins!

(Front)
(Side)

Push the pins into the holes at
an angle.

*See how to insert the fixings
in the video.

Use this!   

3-pin fixing

Like this!

Connect the double-square piece with the square pieces on either side of it with the 3-pin fixings3-pin fixings. Insert 
the short pin into the red hole and insert the two long pins into the other holes. Connect the same pieces
on the other side of the bag.

Fold downwards along the red line shown
on the expansion plan view.
*If it does not stay down and returns to the
original shape, fold and hold down for a little
while.

Make a pouch shape

Fold the pieces on the side gussets along the
red line shown in the expansion plan view on
page 4. Then, connect them by inserting the
4-pin fixings4-pin fixings into the holes with the same
numbers.

Assemble the bag inner
Use this!

2-pin fixings

Connect the bag

inner and the bag

[6-1] Insert the 2-pin fixings2-pin fixings into the top of the five-sided pieces.
[6-2] Put the bag inner into the bag.
[6-3] Put the pins for the 2-pin fixings2-pin fixings through the holes of the bag inner,
          attach the 2-pin receptacles,2-pin receptacles, and press them until they click.

2-pin receptacle

Bag inner
Pieces
2-pin fixings

Use this!

2-pin
receptacle

Instructions for attaching decorations

Just put the clip into the gap between the pieces
and bag inner wherever you like!

With decorations

Done!Done!

Another design of this pouch!

Find more on Pacherie

 Official Instagram!

Post your design with #Pacherie

on Instagram! 

Show your design to others!

Gold emblem
Put it where you like.

You can make the bag
without the emblem.

Shiny fixing Attach it whereveryou like.

You can make the bag
without shiny fixings.
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Design a bag Fold

Instructions for Making 
the Bag
Video Released!

DesignInstructions for Making a Pouch Pink Pouch

Design Expansion Plan View of the Blue Pouch

Design your bag! 

Let's design a bag by rearranging the pieces in the
expansion plan view!

Design it

 like this!

Make many other bags!
Like a designer!

Design

Expansion Plan View of Green Pouch Expansion Plan View of White Pouch


